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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a n-dimensional vectorspace over F, . For X C GL( V) and a subspace 
W of V we set: 
WX: the vectorspace generated by the elements wx with w E W and 
XGX. 
w,: the centralizer of X in W. 
Wx: the subspace generated by the elements w(x + 1) with w E W and 
x E x. 
We denote by Jk the set of all involutions u in GL(V) such that dim I/” < K 
and we set Jk+ = Jk - Jk-1 (i.e. J1 = h+ is the set of transvections in GL( V)). 
By Tk we denote the set of all elements of order 3 in GL(V) such that x E Tk 
implies dim P = Iz. 
The aim of this work is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM A. Suppose V is a n-dimensional F,-vectorspace and Y is an irre- 
ducible subgroup of GL( V) with Y = (Y n Jz). Then one of the following asser- 
tions is true: 
(a) n =4and YEA,. 
(b) Y contains transvections. 
(c) There is a normal complex D # 0 in Y n Jz of root involutions. 
(d) There is a normal complex D # @ in Y n T2 such that for a, b E D 
and [a, b] # 1 we have that (a, 6) is isomorphic to A, , A, , or SL(2, 3). 
THEOREM B. Let Y be a subgroup of GL(V) where V is a n-dimensional F,- 
vectorspace. Assume O,(Y) = 1 and Y = (Y n Jz). Then Y has a normal 
subgroup Ye such that: 
(a) Y/Y,, is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
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(b) Y,,= Y1 x 1.. x YV,. If W is a nontrivial Y-composition factor on V 
then there is precisely one Yi for 1 < i < m, which acts faithful and irreducible on
W. If 1 < j < m and j # i then Y, centralizes W. Moreover Yi = (Yi n Jz> or 
dim W = 2 and Yi cv 2,. 
(c) For each 1 < i < m there are at most two nontrivial Y-composition 
factors which are not centralized by Yi , 
(d) Suppose t E (Jz n Y) - Yo . Then there are Yi and Yj (1 < i, j < m) 
not centralized by t. YI, (k = i, j) centralizes all but one nontrivial Y-composition 
factor. <Yl, , t) is isomorphic to O+(s, 2), Op(s, 2), Zz 1 Zss:2 ,Zs+, , or Es:,,, with 
the natural irreducible r presentation this -dimensional nonrtivial Y-composition 
factor. 
THEOREM C. Let Y be an irreducible subgroup of GL( V) where V is a n-dimen- 
sional F,-vectorspace. Suppose Y = (Y n T,). Then one of the following asser- 
tions is true: 
(a) n = 2 and Y e 2, OY n = 3 and YE Fz, (the Frobenius group of 
order 21). 
(b) Y7 n Jz # o . 
Remark. The groups which occur in conclusion (b) of Theorem A are 
easily determined by a result of McLaughlin [lo] (see (2.6). Groups generated by 
root involutions are classified by the combined work of Aschbacher [l], Fischer 
[3], and Timmesfeld [13]. Groups generated by a class D of 3-elements such 
that for a, b ED, [a, b] # 1 we have (a, b) z A,, A,, or SL(2, 3) are deter- 
mined by the combined work of Assion, Aschbacher-Hall [2], and Stellmacher 
[12]. With the help of these powerful tools we determine in part II of this paper 
which of these groups occur under (c) and (d) of Theorem A and how they act 
on V. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
First we collect for convenience some known results. 
2.1 (Janko [9], Smith [l 11, Gorenstein and Lyons [6]). Let X be a finite 
simple group whose 2-local subgroups are solvable. Then X -LL,(q), q > 3, 
S+d, G(q) (4 even), 4 , L,(3), u,(3), Ml, I or 2F4(2)‘. 
2.2 (Gorenstein and Harada [5]). Let X be ajnite simple group and 
S E Syl,(X),. If the sectional rank of S is <4 then X is known (for the precise list 
of groups see [5]). 
2.3. (a) Let X be a finite simple group with 1 X I2 < 27. Suppose 1 X 1 divides 
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1 GL(6,2)1 . Then X is isomorphic to one of the following groups: L,(5), L,(7), 
L,(8), L,(9), L,(31), L,(4), u,(3), A, , As > 4, , oy Psp(4,3). 
(b) L,(31), A,, are no subgroups of GL(6, 2). 
Proof. (a) By [7; Lemma 2.71 a ?&-subgroup of X is abelian or has sectional 
rank,(4. Apply 2.2 and the well-known result of Walter. 
(b) L,(31) is no subgroup of GL(6,2) as a S,,-normalizer in L,(31) is larger 
than in GL(6, 2). A, is not in GL(6, 2) by [7; Lemma 2.81. 
Notation. From now on V denotes a n-dimensional Fa-vectorspace and Y 
a subgroup of GL( V). A 4-group (Y, s) is called an E(4) if (Y, s)# C Ja+ and 
VT = V”, V, = V, . If we use matrices a blank space denotes the entries 0. 
If we write for a matrix 
then Aij is a (iii x Kj)-submatrix for 1 < i, j < m and k, + ... + k, = n. 1, 
denotes the Y x r-identity matrix. Suppose Zs E X C GL( V) has exactly one 
nontrivial composition factor-say IV-of dimension 4. We write X N SL(2,4)* 
and X’ 31 SL(2,4) if X Iw is transitive on W# and we write X N O-(4, 2) 
and X’ N SO-(4, 2) if X Iw is not transitive on W#. 
2.4. Suppose X ‘v SO-(4, 2) OY A, _C GL( V) and X has exactly one nontrivial 
compositionfactor fdimension 4. Then V = V, @ Vx. 
Proof. Suppose first X N SO-(4, 2). Then X = (a, b) where a, b E X n T1 . 
Hence dim Vx, codim V, < 4 and the assertion follows. 
Assume now X N A, . Using induction we can assume dim V = 5 and if we 
use-if necessary-the dual representation we may even assume that V contains 
a X-invariant one dimensional subspace (v). For w E V - (v) we have 
N,(w + (v)) z GL(3, 2). Thus V# splits in X-orbits of lengths I, 15, 15. 
Moreover one of these orbits-say B-contains the seven nontrivial elements of a 
3-dimensional subspace. Also X is 2- transitive on B. So if u, v E B then 
u + v E B for u # v. Hence B v 0 is a subspace invariant under X. 
2.5. Suppose Y = (Y n Jz) and Y is irreducible and n = 6. If M’ = Ma Y, 
M/Z(M) is a nonabelian minimal normal subgroup of Y/Z(M), then M is quasi- 
simple. 
Proof. If 1 Z(M)1 > 3 it is immediate that M is solvable. If Z(M) N Z, 
then Y C C CL(V)(Z(M)) and Y is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3,4). The 
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assertion follows by [g]. Suppose M = Mi x ... x M, with isomorphic simple 
groups Mi (1 < i < s). If s > 1 then s = 2 and Mi is a (2, 3, 7}-group. Take 
Y E Mr of order 7. 
If Vr = V we have CGLIY)(r) N 2, x SL(2, 8) or Z,, . Thus il!lr N SL(2, 8). 
Zz &,-subgroup of M, centralizes Ml and so Ml is not irreducible on V contra- 
dicting Z, c SL(2, 8). Hence VP C V and iMr ‘v GL(3, 2). Moreover I/ = 
Kf, 0 &I, But then V.bf, n ( VLVl) x f 0 for x E Y n J2 . So this case can 
not occur either. 
2.6. Suppose Y = (Y n J,) is irreducible and Y n J1 # o . If Y # GL(V) 
then n is eaen and Y is isomorphic to Sp(n, 2), O+(n, 2), 0-(n, 2), &,, , Z,+z, 
or ‘z, 1 r,;,. 
Proof. Set 1 # X = (Y n J1) a Y. If X is irreducible then by [lo] we 
have that S = GL(V) or n is even and X N O*(n, 2) Sp(n, 2), Z,+l , or zn+a . 
Since in all cases No&X) = X we have X = Y. 
Assume now that X is not irreducible. Let W be an irreducible nontrivial 
X-subspace. For u E Y n J, we have dim(Wu n W) >, dim W - 2 and as Wu 
is X-invariant we have Wu n W = 0 if Wu # W. Hence dim W = 2. Since 
O,(X) = 1 every t E X n jr is represented faithful on W or V/W. Thus X = 
X0 x X1 where X1 = C,(V/ W) ‘v & and X,, = C,(W), Xi = (Xi n Jl) 
(i=O,l).InductionshowsX=X,~...xX,,,withX,~X,~...~~~. 
Now YjX induces a transitive p rmutation group on {X1 ,..., X /a} which is 
generated by the transpositions (Y n J2+) X/X. Hence Y/X N znn/a nd the 
structure of NcL(V)(Oa(X)) proves the assertion. 
2.7. Suppose r, s E Jz+. Then j rs / = 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 8, or 12. If 2 < 1 rs 1 
is even and <,rs) n Jl = o then 1 rs / < 6 and (rs)b E Jz’ for k = 1 rs l/2. More- 
over (rs)? E Tz or T4for 1 rs 1 = 6. 
Proof. -Assume / rs / = 2” m where m is odd. Suppose first m # 1. Since 
dim(V - T:“) < 4 we have m = 3 or 5. Choose x E (YS) of order m. If m = 3 
then .r E T2 u T4 and if m = 5 we have dim Vx = 4. Suppose dim Vx = 4. 
Then r and s centralize V, and <r, s) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(V*) N 
ds . The structure of A, implies / rs j = 3, 5, or 6. If x E T, , then r, s induce 
transvections on V, such that (r, s)iv, is a 2-group. Hence 1 rs j = 3, 6, or 12. 
If 1 rs : = 12 then (rs)6 centralizes P and thus is a transvection. 
Assume now m = 1. Then rs has a decomposition in Jordan blocks of the 
form 
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where Li is the (ni x n,)-submatrix 
1 
1 1 
. . 
. . 
t*** i 
. . 
1 
1 1 
for i = 1, 2, 3,... and n = nr + n2 + ... . Since codim(V, n V,) < 4 at most 
four& with ni > 2 will occur. If we order n, 2 n2 > n3 > ... then dim(Vr + V,: 
< 4 implies that only the following possibilities can occur for the sequence 
% ) n2 Y n3 ,...: 
(a) 1, l,... (b) 2, 1, I,... (c) 2, 2, l,... 
(d) 2,2,2, l,... (e) 2, 2, 2, 2, I,... (f) 3, I,... 
(8) 3, 2, I,... (h) 3,2,2,1,... (i) 3, 3, l,... 
(j) 4, I,... (k) 4, 2, l,... (m) 5, l,... 
If 4 > n, then 1 rs 1 < 4 and (r~)~ E I2 u 1. In case (m) we have (r~)~ E Jr . 
2.8. Suppose Y is irreducible, quasisimple and n = 5. Then Y = GL( V). 
Proof. As Y is irreducible we have O(Y) = O,(Y) = 1 and Y is simple. 
If every 2-local subgroup of Y is solvable then by 2.1 only the groups L,(5), 
L,(7), L,(9), and A, can occur. But none of these groups has an irreducible 
F,-representation of dimension 5. 
Suppose N is a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup of Y. Set X = O,(N). Since 
N/X is faithful represented on the factors Vi/V,+, where V = V,, and V,+l = 
Vix it follows that N contains transvections if N/X % GL(3, 2). The natural 
module of GL(3,2) is not isomorphic to its dual. Thus in any case N contains 
transvections. Apply 2.6. 
2.9. Suppose Y is irreducible, quasisimple and n = 6. Then Y = GL( V) or Y 
is isomorphic to Sp(6, 2), SO+(6, 2), SO-(6, 2), SL(3,4), SL(2, 8), A, , A^, (the 
triple cover of A6), or U,(3) cu G,(2)‘. 
Proof. Since Y is irreducible we have O,(Y) = 1. 
Assume first O(Y) = Z(Y) # 1. Then Z(Y) E 2, or Z, as Z(Y) acts fixed- 
point-free on V. Since 7 divides not the order of the Schur multiplier of SL(2, 8) 
we have Z(Y) E Z, . Hence Y is a subgroup of C,,,,,(Z(Y)) E GL(3,4). Using 
the subgroup structure of L,(4) (see [S]) we see that Y N SL(3, 4) or A, . From 
now on we assume that O(Y) = I, i.e., Y is simple. 
If Y A Ji # a then Y N_ GL(6,2) or Sp(6,2) by 2.6. 
If all 2-local subgroups of Y are solvable then Y N A,, A,, A,, L,(7), 
L,(8) ‘v SL(2, S), or U,(3) by 2.1. Now A,, A,, and L,(7) have no 6-dimen- 
sional irreducible representation over F, . 
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Finally, we assume that N is a maximal nonsolvable 2-local subgroup of Y 
and YnJ,=~.SetX==0a(N).Set VO=VandVi+,=V~/,Xfori=O,l, 
2 ,.... Then X stabilizes the chain V, 1 VI 3 V, 3 *.. and X = ni C,v(Vi/V,+l). 
Suppose N@) is the last member of the derived series of N. Set m = N(“)X. 
N/X and fl/X are faithfully represented on V,/V, @ VI/V, @ *.. So if 
N/X N A, , GL(5,2), or GL(3,2) x GL(3,2) then m contains transvections. 
Thus we may assume that N/X is isomorphic to a simple subgroup of GL(4,2) 
NAB. 
Assume fl/X N GL(3,2) and that 
(1) N/X acts only on one factor Z’JV,+r nontrivial. Then x E &’ can be 
represented by matrices of the form 
i 
Dd-4 
Ddx) Q&) 
%(x) &(x) Q,(x) 1 
where the map m 3 x -+ D,,(s) is a homomorphism from fl onto GL(3,2) and 
x E X iff D&x) = Ia . D,,(x) and D,,(x) are k x k- and m x m-matrices with 
k + m = 3. Assume 8 C C,(X). By inspection of the structure of the central- 
izers of involutions inGL(6,2) we have J1 n X # O, a contradiction. Hence 
C&X) C X. Let y be in X. The submatrices L>,,(y) and D&y) are centralized 
under conjugation by z E 15’ and m’/O,@‘) N GL(3,2) induces the natural 
representation by conjugation on the columns of D,,(y) and it’s dual on the 
rows of I&(y). It is now clear that X contains transvections. 
Suppose N/X acts nontrivial on two factors V,/V,, . Then dim V,lV, = 
dim VI = 3 and N = m . x E N is represented by matrices 
( 
D(x) 
F(x) D’(x) ) 
where the map N 3 x--t D(x) maps N onto GL(3,2) and x E X iff D(x) = 
D+(x) = I3 . 
First we consider the case that 
(2) V,,jV, and VI are isomorphic as N/X N GL(3,2) modules. Suppose 
first X N 2,. Then N N GL(3,2) x 2, . By [14; ex. 21 Y is not simple, a 
contradiction. Now C,(X) = X and by a suitable choice of the basis we have 
D = D+. For any 3 x 3-matrix T # 0 or Ia we have 1 GL(3, 2): CcLc3,2)(T)I > 
21. So 1 X 1 2 Z5. Hence there is a x E X# with F(x) = (uU) and a,, = aI2 = 
aI3 = 0. Choose t E N - X with 
. 
As F(x) # 0 we can choose c1 , c, suitable such that [.z, t] is a transvection. 
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So we may assume that we are in the case that 
(3) V,/Vi and V, are dual GL(3, 2) E N/X modules and D(x) is the 
transpose inverse matrix of D(x). The group N acts by conjugation on the set 
of matrices of the form 
‘I3 
t 1 I3 4 
as the group N/X e GL(3,2) on the module U @ U where U is the natural 
3-dimensional F,-module of GL(3, 2). Th e modulo U @ U is uniserial and all 
the composition factors have dimension 3 (see [4; Lemma 21). Since X n Jr = o 
it follows 1 X 1 = 2a. Let S E Syl,(N). Set Us = I’ and Ui = (U,-J” for 
i = 1, 2,.... One computes that 0 = U, C U, , U, C VI C U, , and dim Ui-r/Us 
= 1 for i = 1, 2, 4, 5 while dim U,/U, = 2. Moreover for a subspace U, 3 
W r) U, we have Ws = U, . So if S+ E Syl,(Y) with S C Sf we have 1 P: S 1 
< 2. Application of 2.3 yields Y E A, . 
Next we assum N/X ‘v A, . Then there is exactly one factor Vi/Viyl which 
is not centralized by m/X. First assume: 
(4) N/X induces SO-(4, 2) on Vi/V,+l .
As X contains no transvections N is isomorphic to a faithful extension of E,, 
by SO-(4,2). 
Suppose that dim V,,/V, = dim V, = 1 and dim VI/V, = 4. Since 
N GLdSO-(4,2)) = O-(4,2) we have / N: m ] < 2. If SE Syl,(N) clearly 
V, is one dimensional. Assume S+ is a 2-group in Y with / S+: S 1 = 2. Then 
Sf centralizes V, and since N is a maximal 2-local subgroup of Y, 2.8 implies 
K = (N, S+) N GL(5,2). But it is well known that V = V, @ VK and thus K 
contains transvections, a contradiction. It follows j Y ]a < 27. Apply 2.3 and 
Y N SO-(6, 2) follows. 
Now using-if necessary-the dual representation of Y we may assume 
dim V,/V, = 4 and dim I’, = 2. Then x EN is represented by a matrix 
where fl3 x -+ D(x) maps fl onto SO-(4, 2) and x E X iff D(x) = I, . The 
stabilizers of nontrivial vectors of SO-(4, 2) on its natural module are Za or 
A, . Thus the stabilizer of two different nontrivial vectors of the natural module 
of SO-(4,2) is always smaller then a one-point-stabilizer. X must contain 
transvections as N/X induces by conjugation with the elements of &’ on the 
rows of the E(x) (for x E X) the natural representation of SO-(4, 2). 
So next we can assume that 
(5) n/X induces SL(2,4) on Vi/Vi+l . 
Suppose dim V,,/V, = dim V, = 1 and dim VI/V, = 4. If S E Syl,(N) then 
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V, = V2 and as in (4) we have ] Y ja < 27. By 2.3 we have Y N Y/Z(Y) -L,(4). 
But L,(4) has no 6-dimensional representation over F, since all elements of 
order 3 in L,(4) are conjugate. So using-if necessary-the dual representation 
of Y we may now assume dim V,/V, = 4 and dim V, = 2. Then N/X N A, , 
&,, A,xZ,, or (As~2J.2~ as NnJ,=m. If S~syl,(N) we have 
V, C V, . Suppose S+ is a 2-group in Y containing S with / Sf: S 1 = 2. Then 
S+ fixes a nontrivial vector in V, and by a suitable choice of N (we may assume 
that 1 N I2 is as large as possible) we have that K = (1c’, S+) is not a 2-local 
subgroup of Y. Thus as before K N GL(5, 2) and we get the same contra- 
diction as in (4). 
Finally assume 
(6) n/X N A, or A,. Since fl n J1 = a, &’ is a faithful extension of 
I.& by Ai (i = 6, 7). If d im V,/V, or dim V, = 2 then the same argument as in 
(4) implies that X n J, # o (note that A, contains an SO-(4, 2) in it’s non- 
trivial action on VJV,+l!). So we may assume dim V,/V, = dim V, = 1 and 
dim VI/V, = 4. Since X n ]i = o we have N/X q+ A, as the irreducible 
4-dimensional F,-representation of A, is not isomorphic to it’s dual. Choose 
S E Syl,(N) then V, = V, and as in (4) and (5) we have S E Syl,(Y). If N/X E 
A, we get a contradiction with 2.3. So N/X N_ EG. Then N = C,(I/,) and 
obviously for w E V - V, we have 1 N: C,(w)1 is 16 or 32. Thus Y must act 
transitive on V#. We define a scalar product by: 
(a) (ZI, U) = 0 for all v E I’, and (8, 0) = (0, ZJ) = 0. 
(b) If v E l/s and w E V - (v) then 
(‘u, 4 = 1, if C,(V) contains an element of order 5 centralizing w, 
(VT 4 = 0, otherwise. 
From the definition it is obvious that (ZI, w) = (w, V) for all v, w E V. Now 
VI = {w E w I (v, w) = O} = ( w E V / wx E w + (v) for x E O,(C,(v)} is a 5- 
dimensional subspace (conjugate under Y to V,). Hence for U, w E V we have 
(v, u + w) = (v, u) + (ZI, w). We conclude that ( , ) is a nondegenerate skew 
symmetric scalar product as Y is transitive on V#. Hence Y is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of Sp(6,2), contradicting 2 . 1 Y j = 1 Sp(6,2)[ . 
2.10. Let n = 6 and Y = (Y n Jz) b e irreducible. Assume Y n J1 = Y n T, 
= .B and O,(Y) # 1. Then J2 n Y is a set of root involutions in Y. 
Proof. Let M be a minimal normal 3-subgroup of Y. We choose M of 
minimal order. Since Y n T2 = m we have / M / < 32. 
Suppose first 1M I = 3. Then V M = V and m E M# is not inverted by an 
element of Y n Jz . Hence Y C CcL(&M) = GL(3,4). Thus the involutions 
of Y are root involutions. 
Suppose now j M I = 3a and M = (a, b). Then with a suitable notation we 
have a decomposition V = VI @ V, @ V, in irreducible M-modules with 
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Va = Vi @ V, and Vb = I’, @ Va . Y acts as the group 2, on the set (V, , 
Va , Va}. Let K be the kernel of this permutation representation. Then O,(K) = 
M and if t E K is a 2-element we have / t / < 2. Moreover 1 T 1 < 4 for T E 
Syl,(K) as K n Ji = GJ. Suppose 1 T 1 = 4 and T = (x, y). Without loss we 
may assume V, 3 Va , V* 2 Vi @ Va , V,ZV,, and V’cVa@Va. Now 
(~-~yay) n T, # O, a contradiction. Hence / T 1 < 2 and j O,(Y)/ = 33. So 
/ 2(0,(Y)\ = 3, contradicting the choice of M. 
The terminology of the following lemma we use for the remainder of the paper. 
2.11. Let X, 2 C GL(V). Set S = S(X, Z) = Vx + Vz and W = W(X, Z) 
V, n V, n S. Let U be a complement o W in V, n V, and T = T(X, Z) be a 
complement o U in V with S C T (in general T is not uniquely determined!). Then 
T’x*z’ C T, UC V,,,,, and (X, Z) is isomorphic toa subgroup of GL(T). More- 
over (X, Z) centralizes W and T/S. 
Proof. Trivial. 
2.12. Assume Y is irreducible on V and X C Y, X N A, . Further we suppose 
that X has exactly one nontrivial composition factor on V of dimension 4. Suppose 
there is a y E Y with Xv # X and [X, Xv] # 1. Then Y = GL( V). 
Proof, By 2.4 V = Vx @ V, and by assumption there is a b E Y n T, such 
that b IX and [b, X] # 1. Set K = (b, X), W = W(b, X), S = S(b, X), and 
T = T(b, X) according to 2.11. Clearly, 4 < dim S < 6 and 4 < codim V, < 6. 
Thus for the triple (nr , n2 , n3) = (dim W, dim S/W, dim T/S) we have na = 
4 + i and n, , n3 < 2 - i for i = 0, 1, or 2. 
If na = 4 then K # X and k E K is represented on T by a matrix 
where K E O,(K) iff D(k) = I4 and K 3 k + D(k) is a mapping onto A, or A, . As 
in the proof of 2.9(6), we conclude Kn Jr # @ and 2.6 proves the assertion. 
If n2 > 5 then 2.8 and 2.9 imply K n Jr # .B and again 2.6 applies (use 
that K e Z, x A,). 
2.13. Assume X N A, OY GL(3,2) and X has only one nontrizn’al composition 
factor W such that X Jw E SO-(4,2) N SO-(W) or X lw N_ GL(3,2) N_ GL(W). 
Then Xn Jz # m. 
Proof. For X E A, the assertion follows by 2.4. If X N GL(3, 2) it is well 
known that for an indecomposable Fax-module M of dimension 4 the involu- 
tions of X (as a subgroup of GL(M)) are of type Jz+. Moreover it is well known 
that an indecomposable Fax-module M with dim M/M, or dim Mx = 3 has 
dimension 4. Thus an indecomposable Fax-module M with dim M = 5, 
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dim Mx = dim M/Mx = 1 can not exist as otherwise the involutions of X 
would be of type js+, but GL(M) n J3+ = 0. We conclude that V has a X- 
decomposition V = U @ W with W 5: V, and dim U < 4. Again X n Ia # a. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
3.1 . Let WI ,..., W, be the nontrivial composition factors of Y. Let yi C 
Y n Ja be the set of of elements which centralizes Wj for i # j (1 < i < m). Set 
J=j+J~“uj~L. Clearly (Ji U ... U Ji) n (Ji+,) C O,(Y) = 1 for 1 < i < 
m-l.Hence(J)=(~l)~~~~~(~,)and<~~)~Yfor l<i<m. 
Now {/)lwi N (Ji) (1 <i < m) and x E /’ = (Y n Ja) - J centralizes Wi 
or induces a transvection. Since Y = (I) (J’) 2.6 implies 1 Y Iwi: (/)l,i / < 2 
if (I$ # 1. So if (IJ # 1 it is irreducible on W, . Set Jiij = {x E J’ j x central- 
zes W, for i # k # j> for 1 < i < j < m. Then J’ = lJi,j Jij . Suppose for the 
pair i, j we have that Jii # 0 and set X = (Ji , jj, Iii), Ni = Cx(Wj) and 
Nj = Cx(Wi). We show: 
(a) If ii # O, then 
(a.1) j;. # 0 or 
(a-2) dim Wj = 2, Ni = <I&, Nj E 2, , and X = (Ni x Ni) (t) 
with t E Jii . 
(b) j,=i,= a, then 
(b.1) dim Wi = dim Wj = S, X E GL(s, 2), S$(S, 2), O*(s, 2), C,,, , or 
2 s+2 or 
(b.2) dim Wi = dim Wj = 2, Ni E Nj N 2,) and X = (Ni x Nj) (t) 
with t E Jij . 
Assume first Ii # 0. Then (jz) 4 Ni and by 2.6 we have 1 X: NiNi 1 = 
/ X/N,: N,N,/N, j < 2 and so (Ji) = Ni . Assume Jj = o . X/N, is isomorphic 
to a group classified in [lo]. Ni n Nj = 1 and dim Wj = 2 imply Ni N 2, and 
if dim Wj 3 3 then Ni contains a group K N A, or GL(3, 2) satisfying the 
assumptions of 2.13. So K n J2 # o for dim Wi > 3, a contradiction (a) 
follows. 
Suppose now ii = jj = 0 and dim Wi > 2. If Ni # 1 then by 2.13 and 
[IO] again we have jz # a, a contradiction. Thus Ni = 1 and X is faithfully 
represented on Wi and again by [IO] dim Wi > 2. So Nj # 1 too. Now all 
assertions of (b) follow. 
Collecting the informations obtained so far, we renumber the composition 
factors as WI ,..., W, , W,,, ,..., W, , W,,, ,..., W,,,, , m = t + 2r such that Y 
has a normal subgroup N = Ni x ... x Nk x N,,, x ... x Nt x N,,, x 
... x N,,, . 
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iVi centralizes W, for 1 < i < t and i # j. 
Ni+, centralizes Wj for 1 < i < Y and 2i + t # j, j + I. 
Ni = <JJ for 1 < i < k. 
Ni ‘v Z, , dim W( = 2 for k + 1 < i < t. 
Ni+i ‘v GL(s, , 2), S$J(S, 2), O+(Q ,2), E,?*+r , or zsL+, for 1 < i < Y and 
dim WttPiel = dim W,+,i = si . 
Moreover Y/N is an elementary abelian group and 
I Y/N. G(Wi)l < 2 for i < t 
= 1 for i > t. 
4. GROUPS GENERATED BY ELEMENTS OF T, AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM C 
Recall that V is a n-dimensional Fa-vectorspace and Y is a subgroup of 
GL( V). In addition we assume for this section Y n T, # D. 
4.1. Suppose a, b E Y n Tz and [a, b] # 1. Then one of the following assertions 
is true: 
(9 (a,b>n.Lf o. 
(ii) (a, b) ‘v A,, A, , or SL(2, 3). 
(iii) (a, b) N Fzl , the Frobenius group of order 21. 
(iv) (a, b) contains an E(4). 
Proof. We assume that (i), (iii), and (iv) are not valid. With the notation of 
2.11 we set S = S(a, b), W = W(a, b) and T = T(a, 6). If (n, , na , nJ = 
(dim W, dim S/W, dim T/S) we have n, , a , n (2 -i for n2 = 2 + i and 
i = 0, 1,2. Set X = (a, b) and by 2.11 we can assume without loss V = T. 
Suppose first n2 = 2. Then X/O,(X) N Z, . If n, or ns = 0 it is immediate that 
O,(X) contains transvections or an E(4). So we assume n, # Cl # n3 . 
x E X has a matrix representation on I’ of the form 
where X 3 x + A,a(z) maps X onto Za and x E O,(X) iff A,,(x) = I, . Now 
X = X/D(O,(X)) is the extension of an elementary abelian 2-group by a group 
of order 3 whose nontrivial elements act fixed-point-free on O,(X). Hence 
X ‘v A, asX = <a; 6). So O,(X) is generated by two elements. If D(O,(X)) # 1 
we have XzA,. So assume D(O,(X)) # 1. Now if x E D(O,(X)) then 
A,,(r) = 0 and A,,(x) = 0. Thus if X contains no transvections and no E(4)‘s 
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we have n, = n2 = 2 and D(O,(X)) ru 2,. If X is abelian then X ‘V 2, x 2, 
and D(O,(X)) contains transvections or an E(4). If O,(X) is nonabelian we have 
Z(O,(X)) C D(O,(X)) and X ‘v SL(2, 3). 
Assume now n2 > 3. If 0 C WI C W, C W, C “. is a X-composition series 
on C’ such that W,,,/ Wi ,..., WJW_, are trivial X-modules (i > j) but 
Wi +J W,-, is a nontrivial X-module then X would have a subgroup of index 2, 
a contradiction. So we may assume that S/W contains not the trivial X-module 
as composition factor. 
Assume first n2 = 3. Then X/O,(X) ‘V F,, or GL(3, 2). Note that the 3-dimen- 
sional Fz-representation of F,, is not isomorphic to its dual. Thus if O,(X) # 1 
we have transvections in X. If X ‘v GL(3,2) th en X either contains transvections 
or an E(4) (see proof of 2.13). 
Finally we assume n, = dim V = 4. If X would be not irreducible then 
X/O,(X) ‘v 2, x 2, and X contains an E(4) if O,(X) # 1. So we assume that X 
is irreducible. a and b correspond in A, ‘v GL(V) to elements of the form 
(1, 2, 3) (4, 5, 6). If a and b lie in a A, it is clear that (a, b) N A, . Otherwise 
,<a, b) ‘v 2, x A, , A, , or A, and in any case (a, 6) contains an E(4). 
4.2. Suppose a, 6, c E Y n Tz , c $ X = (a, b) E F,, , and [X, c] # 1. Then 
<X, c> contains transvections or an E(4). 
Proof. According to 2.11 set S = S(X, c), W = W(X, c), and T = T(X, c). 
Obviously we may assume T = V. For the triple (nr , n2 , n3) = (dim W, dim 
S/W, dim V/S) we have n, , na < 2 - i for n2 = 3 + i and i = 0, 1,2. 
Suppose first n2 = 3. Then (X, c)/O,((X, c)) -F,, or GL(3,2) and for any 
2-element in (X, c) we have that it’s 4-th power is 1. So (X, c) & SL(2, 7). 
Thus C cx,c,(O,((X, c))) C Oa((X, c)) if O,((X, c)) # 1. As in the proof of 
4.1 (case n, = 3) it follows that X contains E(4)‘s or transvections. 
If n4 > 4 we see as in the proof of 4.1 that S/W contains not the trivial 
(X, c)-module as composition factor. Hence (X, c)/O,((X, c)) N A, or A, for 
n2 = 4 and using the same arguments as in the proof of 2.12 we see that (X, c) 
contains E(4)‘s or transvections. Ifn2 = 5 and O,((X, c)) # 1. Hence O,((X, c)) 
contains transvections. If(X, c) is irreducible then O,((X, c)) = O((X, c)) = 1 
and 2.8 applies. 
4.3. The proof of Theorem C follows from 4.1 and 4.2. 
5. GROUPS GENERATED BY E(4)‘s 
5.1. Let El and E, be two E(4)‘s and r E El, s E Ez with 1 rs 1 = 6. 
(a) If (7~)~ E Tz , then (El , Ez) contains a transuection. 
(b) If (rs)’ E T4, then <El , Ez) = X ‘V A, and dim V, = codim Vx = 4. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose IT1 = (Y, Y’), E, = (s, s’). Choose a basis of Vssuch that 
x E X = (E, , I?,) is represented by 
where 
D(s) = 
Then 
D(Y’) = 
D(s’) = 
D((YY’ss’)~ (~0)~) = 
and (YY’ss’)~ (YS)~ is a transvection. 
(b) Set t = (YS)~. Then Vr, Vs 2 V and V, C Vr , V, . Thus X = (Er , Ez) 
leaves invariant Vt and centralizes V, . So without loss dim V = dim V = 4, 
and GL(V) N A, . We can identify in A,: Y = (1, 2) (5, 6) and s = (3,4) (6, 7). 
Since every E(4) in GL( V) is centralized by an element in T4 which corresponds 
in A, to a 3-cycle, we have E, = ((1, 2) (5, 6), (1, 5) (2, 6)) and E, = <(3, 4) 
(6, 7), (3, 6) (4, 7)). Hence 1 X 1 is divisible by 7. As X n T4 # @, X is irre- 
ducible on V. Clearly, X ‘v A, . 
5.2. Let El and E, be two E(4)‘s such that [El, E,] # 1 and (El , E& % A,. 
If (El , E,) contains an element x of order 4 then (El , E,) contains transvections or
x2 E E+ where E+ is an E(4) in (E, , E,). 
Proof. Denote by (PQ , n2 , n3 , Q) the quadruple (codim(VE1 n VEIE,), 
dim(VE1 n Pz), dim( VE, n PI), dim( VE1 n Pz)). We list all cases which can 
occur for this quadruple (we avoid these cases which occur by interchanging the 
roles of El and E,). 
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If n, = 2 then V, = V, and we get the quadruples (2,2,2,2), (2, 2, 2, 1), 
and (2, 2,2,0). If A, = 3 ‘we have for V, 2 Pj ({;,j} = (1, 2)) the cases 
(3,2,2, O), (3,292, 11, and (3, 2, 2,2). If TZ~ = 2 and aa = 1 then we get 
(3, 2, 1, 0) and (3, 2, I, 1). As always n2 , rra > I for n, = 3 we are left with 
(3, 1, 1,O) and (3, 1, 1, 1). 
Finally, suppose n, = 4. For n, = n3 = 2 we get (4, 2, 2, 0), (4, 2, 2, l), and 
(4, 2, 2, 2). Assume n2 = 2 and n3 = 1 then n4 < 1 as VE1 n l% C VE1 n liEi 
and we have (4, 2, 1, 0) and (4,2, 1, 1). As n4 < min(n, , na) we remain with the 
cases (4, 2, 0, 0), (4, 1, 1, 0), (4, 1, 1, I), (4, 1, 0, 0), and (4, 0, 0, 0). With 2.11 
set S = S(E, , E,), W = W(E, , E,), and T = T(E, , EJ. According to the 
following table the values of (n, , n2 , n3 , n4) are connected with the triples 
(ml ) m2 , m3) = (dim W, dim S/W, dim T/S). 
(1) 
(4 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(2, 2, 2,2) 
(2, 2, 2, 1) 
(2, 2,2,0) 
(3,&Z 2) 
(3,2, 2, 1) 
(3,&Z 0) 
(3,2, 1, 1) 
(3, 2, 1,O) 
(3, 1,1, 1) 
(3, 1, 1, 0) 
(4, 2,2, 2) 
(4, 2, 2, 1) 
(4, 2, LO) 
(4,2, 1, 1) 
(4,2, 1, 0) 
(4, LO, 0) 
(4, 1, 1, 1) 
(4, 1, 1,O) 
(4, 1,&O) 
(4,&O, 0) 
(2, R-9 
(3,0,2) 
(4,072) 
GO, 3) 
(3,0,3) 
(4,0> 2) 
(2, 1, 2) 
(3, 1,2) 
(112, 1) 
G2, 1) 
(LO, 4) 
(3,0,4) 
(4,014) 
(2, 1,3) 
(3, 1, 2) 
(2, 2, 2) 
(1, 212) 
(2, 2,4 
(1, 3, 1) 
(034,O) 
Always we can assume I’ = T. Using the fact VEt C VEi (i = 1, 2) we see that 
W=(V,ln Pi, VEEzn I%), S/IV=(VEI+ W)/W@(V%+ W)/W, and 
VE, n VE, C S. So we always choose a basis oi , ZI@ ,... of V such that 
vl ,..., vkE VE1 n P+, 
vktl ,..., v E VEl n VEz, 
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v,+1 )...) VP E VE2 n vE1, 
vDtl )...) v,. E VE” - w, 
vr+l )..., vs E v El - w > 
7,’ s+l I.‘.> vt E vE2 - s, 
Z’t+1 ,..., vu E VE, - s, 
v u+l ,..., v, E v - <vE, , vEz)* 
We consider matrix representations of X = (E, , E,) with respect to this 
basis. For the remainder of this proof x E E, and y E El will always define 
matrices A(x) = (F g) and B(y) = (: 5) over F, where a: = a(x), /3 = p(x),... are 
functions in x and E = c(y), p = p(y),... are functions in y rg A(x) = rg B(y) 
=2ifx#l#yandA(x)=B(y)=O f i x = y = 1. Finally, it is obvious 
that in all cases of our table where m = 0 the group X is elementary abelian. 
We inspect the remaining cases. 
Case (7). We have 
Choose x E E,# with ,6 = P(x) = 0 and y E E,# with p = p(y) = 0. Then (~y)~ 
is a transvection. 
Case (8). We have 
/I 
E,YX = and E,z~y= 
If x E E,# with p = B(X) = 0 and y E E,# with p = p(y) = 0 then (xy)” is a 
transvection. 
Case (9). Then 
i 
1 
E 1 P 
1 
x ?J 1 
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and X corresponds in GL(V) ‘v A4, to the group ((1, 2), (4, 5) (1, 4) (2, 5), 
(2, 3) (5, 6), (2, 5) (3, 6)) ‘v Z* . So if x E X has order 4, then x2 is in an E(4) 
of x. 
Case (10). Here 
Again if x E E,# with p = /3(x) = 0 and y E I?,# with p = p(y) = 0 then (~y)~ 
is a transvection. 
Case (14). Reduces to case (8) f i we take the transpose inverse matrices. 
Case (I 5). Now 
E,gx = 
and 
E,3y = 
-1 
1 
I 
O1 P 
-Y 6 
1 
I 
Choose x E E,+ with p = /3(x) = 0 and y E E,# with p = p(y) = 0, then (xy)” 
is a transvection. 
Case (16). Here 
E,~x= px) I2 I] and E,3y= i” Gy) ,). 
so 
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with C = B(y) A(x). So for a fixed y in E,# the elements (~y)~ (x E E.) generate 
an E(4) and so the square of any element of order 4 in X lies in an E(4). 
Case (17). Reduces to case (10) by taking the transpose inverse matrices. 
Case (18). Then 
E,~x = and E,sy= 
E 
A 
1 P 
1 
1 
For x E Ea# with OL = a(~) = 0 and y E E,# with E = l ( y) = 0 we have j xy 1 = 6 
and (~y)~ E T, . Apply 5.1(a). 
Case (19). Here 
So X induces GL(3, 2) on S/W and hence X is a split extension of an extraspecial 
group of order 27 by GL(3, 2). In particular X n Ji # 0. 
Case (20). Now 
E, 3 x = f2x) I2] and 
If X contains an element of order 6 then X ‘v A, by 5.2(b). Now X is a sub- 
group of GL( V) ‘v A, and two noncommuting E(4)‘s in A, generate &, A,, 
or A, . But X E L’* is covered by case (9). The lemma is proved. 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
DEFINITION. For Y C GL( V) set J,(5) = {x E J2+ n Y / x inverts an element 
of order 5 in Y} and Jr(3) = (J2+ n Y) - Jr(5). Clearly, Jr(k) (K = 3, 5) are 
normal subsets in Y. 
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Hypothesis (+). A group Y = (Y n 1,) satisfies hypothesis (+) if: 
(i) Y is irreducible on V. 
(ii) Y n J1 = 1’ n T, = C. 
(iii) Y contains no E(4)‘s. 
6. I. Suppose n = 4 and Y, s E JZ- zuith / rs i = 6 and (YS)~ E T4 . Let u be an 
element inverted by (YS)~. 
(a) 1j u E T4, then X = <r, s, u> ‘V Z, x Z, , or SL(2,4)*. 
(b) If I u = 5, then X = (Y, s, u) N (2, x A5) 2, , or A,. 
Proof. We consider X = (Y, s, u) as a subgroup of A, and take Y = (I, 2) 
(4, 5) s = (2, 3) (6, 7), and z = (rs)3 = (4, 5) (6, 7). Set t = uz. 
If u E T4 then without loss t = (a, 4) (6, 7) where a E (1, 2, 3, 8). If a E 
(1, 2,3} then X has orbits of length 2 and 5 and X ‘V SL(2,4)*. If a = 8 then 
X has orbits of length 3, 3, and 2 and X ‘v z3 x E, . 
If ; u 1 = 5 then we can assume that u has an orbit of the form {a, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
witha~{I,2,3,8}.Ifa~{1,2,3}thenXhasanorbitoflength7andX~A,. 
If a = 8 then X has orbits of lengths 3 and 5. Clearly, X’ ‘v Z, x A, and the 
involutions in X - X’ invert Z, and induce an outer automorphism on A, . 
6.2. Assume Y is a group satisfying hypothesis (+). Suppose r, s E Y n JZ 
with 1 YS 1 = 6. Then (rs)3 E J,(3) and r or s E Jr(5). 
Proof. Let u be an element in Y inverted by z = (rs)3. Take u E T, if 
z E Jr(3) and take u as an element of order 5 if z E J,(5). According to 2.11 set 
W = W((r, s), u), S = S((r, s>, u), and T = T((r, s), u). Since Vz C V(rvs) n 
Vu we have dim S < 6. VU and V(r,sj are subspaces of V, of codimension 2 and 
so codim(V,,,,, n VU) < 6. 
Set (nl , n2 , n,) = (dim W, dim S/W, dim T/S). Then n, , n3 < 2 - i for 
n2 = 4 + i and i = 0, 1, 2. Since we work for the rest of the proof only in the 
group X = (r, s, u> on the module T we may assume V = T. 
Suppose n, = 4. If / u ; = 5, then by 6.1(b) X n T, # 0, a contradiction. 
Thus u E T4, z E Jy(3), and X/0,(X)1,,, ‘v SL(2,4)* by 6.1(a). Moreover the 
images of either r or s in X/O,(X) invert in X/O,(X) an element of order 5. By a 
result of Baer one of these element is in Jr(5). 
Suppose n2 = 5. If S/W would have only X-composition factors of dimension 
<3, then .z E O,(X), a contradiction. Ifthe X-composition factors on S/W have 
dimension 4 and 1 then one of the involutions r, s, or uz induces on V/(V”)” 
or the pre-image of C,,&X) a transvection. So this involution induces on the 
composition factor of dimension 4 a transvection too, a contradiction. Then 
X/O,(X) is irreducible on S/W and 2.8 gives a contradiction. 
Suppose n2 = 6=dimI/.LetO=V,CViC~~~CV,,,==Vbeachainof 
X-modules such that V’f+l/Vi (0 < i < m - 1) is a X-composition factor. 
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Neither dim V, nor dim Vm/VnlP1 = I (otherwise we are in a previous case!). 
IfdimVi+JVi<3(1 <i<m-1)then ,o stabilizes the chain V,, C V, C ... 
and z E O,(X), a contradiction. So we remain with the following possibilities for 
the sequence dim I/; , dim VJV, ,...: 2,4; 4, 2; or 6. 
Suppose we are in one of the first wo cases. If ZI = (rs)a centralizes the factor 
of dimension 2 then also z as V” C Vt’. Hence u and so X centralize this factor, 
a contradiction. 
But if u does not centralize the factor of dimension 2 then z centralizes it. 
So u centralizes the factor of dimension 2 and .a induces an element of type /a” 
on the factor of dimension 4. Clearly, z and z, can not centralize ach other, a 
contradiction. 
So we may assume that I/ is X-irreducible and O,(X) = 1. By 2.10 O,(X) = I 
and as X = <X n Ja) we have O(X) = 1. By 2.5 X(~) is quasisimple and by 
2.9 isomorphic to GL(6, 2), Sp(6, 2), SO+(6, 2), A, , or U,(3). But X n T, = m 
and so only the case Xc=) ‘v U,(3) is possible. The involutions in U,(3) are root 
involutions and hence X ‘v G,(2), and X’ = Xtm). But involutions in X - X’ 
invert elements of order 7 and are not of type Ja . The lemma is proved. 
6.3. Suppose n = 4 and r, s E Jz with i YS = 4. Let u be an element of order 5 
inverted by (r~)~. Set X = (r, s, u>, 
(a) If r, s E Jz+ then X N SL(2, 4)* or A, 
(b) If r or s is a transvection then X y O-(4, 2) or .ZG . 
Proof. Identify GL( V) with A, and let {I, 2, 3, 4, 5) be an orbit of u. 
(a) We may assume r = (1, 2) (3, 4) and s = (2, 3) (a, b) with a, b E 
(5, 6, 7, 8). If 5 $ {a, b} then X has an orbit of length 5 and so X ‘v SL(2,4)*. 
If 5 E {a, b} obviously X w A, . 
(b) Now we may assume r = (1, 2) (3,4) (5, 6) (7, 8) and s = (2, 3) (a, b) 
where (a, 6) = (5, 6) or (7, 8). In the first case we have X E O-(4, 2) and in the 
second X ‘v 2s . 
6.4, Suppose Y satisfies hypothesis (+). If r, s E Jy(3) and ) rs ( = 4, then 
W2 E Jd3). 
Proof. We assume the lemma is false and z = (TS)~ E Jr(5). Let u E Y be an 
element of order 5 inverted by Z. Set X = (r, s, u) and with 2.11 set S = 
S((r, s), u), W = W((r, s), u), and T = T((r, s), u). Now dim V’v(r~s> < 4 and 
dim( V (~3s) n Vu) < 2 since I/z C Vu. Hence dim S < 6. Further codim V, = 2 
and V, , V(/(r.s) C V, . Moreover dim V,/V, = 2 2 dim Vz/VtT,sj . So 
codim Vx < 6. Set (n, , n2 , nJ = (dim W, dim S/W, dim T/S). As usual 
n,,n,~<2-iforn,-4+iandi=0,1,2andwemayassume V=T. 
Suppose n2 = 4. Then 6.3 yields X/O,(X) 51 SL(2,4)*. Now either the 
image of r or s inverts an element of order 5 in X/O,(X) and thus by a result of 
Baer r or s lies in J,(5), a contradiction. 
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Suppose n2 = 5. If S/W has an irreducible X-composition factor of dimension 
4 we get a contradiction as before. Otherwise we are done with 2.8. 
Suppose n2 = dim I/ = 6. Then either I’ is X-irreducible or the composition 
factors have dimension 2 and 4. In the last case X/O,(X) 2 Z, x K’ where K 
is isomorphic to one of the groups in 6.3. So X n T, # D which is impossible. 
Thus we may assume that I/ is irreducible. Clearly, X is nonsolvable. Thus by 
2.5 and 2.9 Xc=) is isomorphic to GL(6, 2) Sp(6,2), SO*(6, 2), SL(2, 8) SL(3,4), 
--I,, A,, or UJ3). Since X n T2 = o only the cases SL(3, 4), a,, or U,.(3) 
may occur. But then X = X(%) since O,(X) c Z(X) and X = <X n J,> (see 
also the proof of 6.2). But then X contains only one class of involutions, a
contradiction. 
6.5. Let Y be a group satisfying hypothesis (+). Then either Y n I2 or jy(3) 
is a nonempty normal complex of root involutions. 
Proof. If Y n Jz = Jr(3) or Jr(5) then 6.2 implies that Y n Jz is a normal 
complex of root involutions. Assume Jr(3) # o f Jr(5). 6.2 implies 1 rs 1 E 
{l, 2, 3, 4) for Y, s E /r(3). If rs = 4 then (rs)“ E 143) by 6.4. So J,(3) is a set 
of root involutions. 
6.6. Proof of Theorem A. Assume Y = (Y n J$ is irreducible on V. If Y 
does not satisfy conclusion (b) of Theorem A we can assume Y n Ji = a. 
Suppose I’ contains E(4)‘s and J,, = {x E Y n Jz 1 x lies in an E(4) of Y}. By 
2.12, 5.1, and 5.2 either Y ‘v A, and n = 4 or I,, f D is a normal complex 
of root involutions. So we assume I,, = 0. 
Assume now D = I’ n T2 # o then 4.1 and 4.2 imply that D satisfies con- 
clusion (d) of Theorem A. So we assume D = 0 too. 
Now Y satisfies hypothesis (+) and we are done with 6.5. 
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